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'FROM  Mr. G. C. Moor: / 
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MADJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 
DLACE NATIONALIST-HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 
(POOR PEC4A.E'S CAMPAIGN) 

This is to recommend an item regarding the 
Poor People's Campaign be given a cooperative news media 

source on a confidential basis by the Crime Records Division. 
A source has advised that some leaders of the Poor People's 
Campaign (PPC) feel that the American Friends Service 
Committee (AFSC), a Quaker group, is trying to dominate the 
PPC in Washington, D. C. The AFSC has assisted the Southern 
Cnristian Leaaersnip 1..:onference in various muses n: tnis 
campaign. This situation is so serious that Fred C. Bennett° , 
in charge of security for the PPC, refuses to go to the 
campaign office in  Washington because of the presence of 
AFSC representatives. 

An item has been prepared, copy attached, to show 
this jealousy on the part of PPC leaders. It is felt this 

* should be given a cooperative news media source on a confidential 
basis by the Crime Records Division. 

ACTION:  

That attached' item regarding the Poor People's 
Campaign be furnished a cooperative news media source on a 

))  i)/onfidential basis by Crime Records. 
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1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop  
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van, who seems to have felt that congress should simply have been defied, setting 
in place a permanent rift between the two senior FBI officials." 

Still, the Bureau's counterintelligence operations against King continued apace, 
right up to the moment of the target's death by sniper fire on a Memphis hotel 
balcony on April 4, 1968. Indeed, as the accompanying memo from Sullivan to 
George C. Moore (head of the Bureau's "racial intelligence" squad) on May 22 of the 


